ConnectID
Carts
Deploy your existing IT equipment
exactly when and where you need it

I N S P I R E D
INNOVATION

CONNECTING
YOUR PEOPLE
The Falcona ConnectID Cart range
is designed with ultimate flexibility
in mind.

This mobility improves freedom and efficiency as workers no

These tough, mobile workstations provide independent

The mobile carts are ideal for receiving, inspecting, recording,

power for your IT equipment, easily supporting a host of
applications. Custom shelving options with printer,

longer need to go back and forth from one point to check
information – with the MPS 1500 and 2000, the information
they need is right there at their fingertips, at all times.

warehouse labelling and re-routing of products in and out
of goods receiving. Tasks such as inventory checks, quality

scanner and PC mounts built-in are just part of the appeal.

control monitoring, product labelling and packaging can be

The integrated multi-stage battery charger keeps our

need to walk to fixed locations.

mobile workstations ready to go 24/7. You can choose
to run the unit from the dual battery pack, doubling the
power capacity, or alternatively, one battery can be charged

handled using the same mobile workstation, removing the

Additionally, any computer-based training can be performed
away from the manufacturing floor, to avoid interfering with

separately and hot swapped when power is running low.

busy teams.

Falcona’s rugged mobile workstations increase staff

Workers can use a computer or touchscreen tablet for a full

productivity as they take their computers and tools with them,
enabling them to work at any location.

standard 8-hour shift, depending on the amount of scanning
and printing required, thanks to the on board 240 volt
power supply.

FEATURES
& BENEFITS
Rugged mobile workstations

On-board power (240 volts) available to run your
IT equipment

Hot swappable dual battery

Integrated multi-stage battery charger

Optional composite customisable worktops

Accessories including sliding printer drawer

PC underling and VESA monitor mounts

Increase productivity
with our flexible
solutions

Falcona provide a diverse range
of technological and engineering
services, supported by world-class
levels of service. We manufacture
globally, always with the utmost
care, attention to detail and quality.
We focus on innovation, ensuring a
highly efficient use of processes and
materials. This allows us to deliver
successful and sustainable solutions
for clients across a wide range of
industries, including military, telcos,
logistics and manufacturing.

SPECIFICATION
Model

MPS1500

MPS2000

Construction

Steel

Steel

Length

880mm

1240mm

Height

935mm

945mm

Width

575mm

575mm

Operating temperature

-10°C to 50°C

-10°C to 50°C

Storage temperature

-20°C to 60°C

-20°C to 60°C

Operating humidity

10–90%
non-condensing

10–90%
non-condensing

The Powered Carts are tested to be fully compliant with CE branding requirements and a label is affixed to the Inverter
housing adjacent to the Serial Number. Individual electrical components are marked with CE branding to show compliance.

BATTERY SPECIFICATION
ELECTRICAL

Nominal voltage

24 V

Capacity

36 A / 72 A

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE

Storage (fully charged)

-15°

Charge

-0°

Discharge

-15°

Specification correct at time of publication and is subject to change without prior notice. Please contact us for the most up
to date information
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